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Abstract

ocusing on a university classroom setting, the study determined the 
types of teacher talk used by three English language teachers   Data were 
gathered using classroom observations and structured interviews   Using 

landers Interaction Analysis ( IA), the data yielded the incidence of the 
following categories  seven ( ) for the teacher talk, two ( ) for the student 
talk, and one ( ) for silence or confusion.  The results revealed that among 
the seven types of direct and indirect talk, there is a preponderance of 
lecturing at   Signi cantly, the data revealed that teachers tend to 
focus on the content and do not seem to practice the indirect talk which is 
accepting of feelings   The need for teachers to be fully aware of these 

types and facilitate such types of talk in their classrooms is recommended  

Keywords: Teacher talk, English as second language (ESL), 
interaction analysis, landers Interaction Analysis 
Categories ( IAC)

1. Introduction

To facilitate tasks inside the classroom, a teacher engages in what is known 
as teacher talk   Teacher talk, as de ned by Parrish ( ), is the language 
used by teachers in class that can have a tremendous impact on the success of 
interactions they have with students   The language used may vary depending 
on the needs of the students and, likewise, on the approach used by the teacher
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Teacher talk is an indispensable part of language teaching   The way 
teachers talk not only determines how well they deliver their lectures but also 
guarantees how well their students learn   It creates a harmonious atmosphere 
and, at the same time, promotes a friendly relationship between teachers 
and students   It is the language employed by teachers in language classes 
that serves as the source of input for knowledge and communication   In the 
classroom setting, the input primarily comes from the teacher who gives 
lectures, discussions, uestions, and feedback ( iao- an, )

Teacher talk can also be de ned as the language used by teachers by 
which they create an atmosphere that promotes students  learning   It is also 
used by the teachers to instruct, e plain, guide, and ask students in order to 
check their understanding about what transpires in the classroom and their 
environment

Teacher talk is related to the situation where there is consistency 
in the teacher s use of the language and its pedagogical purpose   Teacher 
talk is situated in the classroom where the teacher and students interact with 
each other and where the teacher manifests the ability to take on a leadership 
persona through verbal and nonverbal means in establishing orderly behavior 
in speci c classroom cultures, thereby, promoting learning of various abilities   
This involves all dimensions of the classroom process, from giving instructions 
to uestioning or disciplining students and providing feedback   Teacher talk 
is of utmost importance not only for the organization of the classroom but also 
for the process of ac uisition (Dyke  Siemer,  iao- an, )

In addition, teacher talk is vital to language learning as it provides 
the direction by which activities are implemented in the classroom   entley 
( ), citing ygotsky s ( ) theory on interaction, argues that interaction 
in the learning process is fundamental to learning  (p  )

In light of these assumptions, this paper analyzes the types of teacher 
talk (with English as the medium of instruction) used in university classrooms   
It aims to identify the variations of evident and observable teacher talk used 
by university teachers and their implications for language teaching

1.1 Literature Review

1.1.1 Teacher Talk

In classrooms, the teacher usually utilizes the art of asking uestions and 
giving directions   Silver and Kogut ( ) cited Ale ander ( ), who 
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emphasizes the importance of teacher talk in discussions where there is 
e changing of views, sharing of information and solving of problems as well 
as achieving common understanding  (p  )   These goals can be achieved 
through structured and cumulative uestioning and guided discussion that 
can engage students to stimulate and e tend their thinking, learning, and 
understanding

Kumaravadivelk ( ), citing Nunan ( ), suggests that there 
is growing evidence that in communicative classes, interaction may in 
fact not be communicative at all  (p  )   English is assigned as the basic 
medium for classroom activities, and the four skills of language learning  
listening, speaking, reading, and writing  are e pected to be ac uired by 
learners   According to iao- an ( ), English instruction is not identical 
to other lecture courses  (p )   Setiawati ( ) cited Price ( ), who 
investigated the amount of teacher talk and suggested that teachers should 
continue developing an awareness of their teaching practices and re ning 
their uestioning and e planation methods to avoid needless or over-lengthy 
uestions and e planations   It is through language that teachers either succeed 

or fail in implementing their plans  Setiawati, citing Nunan ( ), adds that 
in terms of ac uisition, teacher talk is important because it is probably the 
ma or source of comprehensible target-language input the learner is likely 
to receive   According to second language ac uisition (SLA) theories, both 
teacher and students should actively participate in language classes   Teachers 
have to face two tasks in language classrooms  ( ) offer enough high- uality 
English language input, and ( ) offer more opportunities for students to use 
the target language   To iao- an ( ), the distribution of teacher talk 
time, as an important factor that affects language learning, has been a concern 
by many scholars  (p  - )

Al- taibi ( ), citing ellack et al  ( ), proposes that verbal 
actions of the students and the teachers could be classi ed into four ma or 
categories  structuring, soliciting, responding, and reacting  (p  )   Likewise, 
these basic verbal actions, labeled as pedagogical moves, occur in classroom 
discourse in certain cyclical patterns called teaching cycles   indings suggest 
that the basic pedagogical pattern of classroom discourse started with the 
teacher asking a uestion (solicitation), in which students answer (response), 
followed by the teacher s reaction or rating (reacting)  

Researchers have also attempted to investigate the syntactic aspects 
of teacher talk   Al- taibi ( ), for e ample, found that the speech of 
teachers, when talking to their students, differed in its syntactic comple ity 
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from their speech when talking to their peers   y all measurements in the 
analysis, it was proved that the syntactic comple ity in the teachers  talk with 
their students was lower than that with their peers   Moreover, the speech of 
teachers talking to beginners was shown to be of less comple ity than the 
one used to address more advanced students   or these reasons, all facets of 
communication, from the development of the four macro skills to students  
active participation and verbal actions to uestioning, teacher talk is of an 
essential involvement   Studies conducted on teacher talk have become part 
of the growth of classroom development

1.1.2 English as a Second Language

The use of the target language bridges learning ac uisition in a classroom 
setting   In fact, the type of language used greatly in uences how learning 
will take place   The growth of interest in second language as a medium of 
instruction is nding its way in the improvement of learning, and one of which 
is the use of English as a Second Language (ESL)

ESL is de ned as the English studied in a setting where it is the 
main vehicle of everyday communication, where abundant input e ists in it, 
where it is also normally essential for survival, therefore, where motivation is 
typically strong to learn that language  ( ford, , p  )

In the eld of SLA, motivation plays an intrinsic role in ac uiring 
effective communicative skills   Motivation is de ned as the individual s 
attitudes, desires, and effort  It concerns energy, passion, persistence and 
active participation  ( ardner, Tremblay,  Masgoret,  as cited in Lucas, 
et al , , p  )   Motivation, whether intrinsic or e trinsic, could be a force 
in successfully learning a language

Magno ( ), in his study about factors involving ESL ac uisition 
in ilipinos, cited the study of August and Hakuta ( ), which e plains 
that ac uiring a second language can be described in two ways   The rst 
is through the group of studies concerned with describing how English as 
a second language is developed using cognitive and metacognitive systems 
of strategy   The second is through the group of studies concerned with how 
English as a second language is better facilitated to reach pro ciency through 
different interventions

Several studies have been undertaken to investigate second language 
learning in terms of motivation, including ardner and Lambert s study (  
as cited in Lucas et al , )   They perceived the second language as a 
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mediator between the various ethnolinguistic communities, and as such, the 
motivation to ac uire the language of the other second language community 
was seen to play a vital role in either promoting or hampering intercultural 
communication

The teacher s behavior also affects the students  generalized feelings 
of autonomy and competence   That is, the more the teacher was perceived 
as controlling, the less the students felt they were learning spontaneously and 
the lower the students  intrinsic motivation   In contrast, the more the teacher 
was perceived as being actively involved in the students  learning by giving 
informative praise and encouragement, the more the students felt competent 
in learning the second language  (Lucas et al , , p  )  

A study conducted among students of a secondary school in Albania 
showed that classroom interaction is highly dominated by teacher talk   More 
precisely, combining all observed lessons, teachers devoted  of their 
teaching time lecturing, i e , delivering information to students   Adding across 
all Teacher Talk categories, i e , landers  Interaction Analysis Categories  
to , teachers talk more than  percent of the lesson time (Sahlberg  oce, 

)   These ndings once again con rm landers  Law  about two thirds of 
instructional time is dominated by direct talk by a teacher  and of that talk, 
about two thirds is direct lecturing (Sahlberg, , p  )  

ne study conducted by Inamullah ( ) revealed that in the ma ority 
of classes, the English language learners were passive, and the environment 
of the classroom was autocratic   It was observed in the classroom that most 
of the English language teachers used the lecture method very fre uently and 
asked ust a few low-order uestions   It was also noted that in the classes 
where interaction took place between a teacher and students in terms of 
uestion and answers or discussion, the students en oyed the class  after the 

class ended, there were no feelings of fatigue and boredom on their faces   It 
was also revealed during the study that indirect modes in teaching (having 
a discussion, uestion-and-answer sessions, or seeking participation among 
the administration and students) were considered a waste of time   In sum, 
learning in ESL classrooms can be successful through the motivation and 
support given by the teacher and, at the same time, through the promotion of 
autonomy among learners
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2. Method

Qualitative in nature, the study is undertaken to gain insights concerning 
attitudes, beliefs, motivations, and behaviors of individuals to e plore a social 
or human problem (Richards, )  The phenomenological approach was 
used to observe lived e periences of the sub ects

Three professors of a teacher-training institution in Metro Manila, 
Philippines, were invited as participants of this study   Teacher  has been 
teaching for  years,  years in high school and currently three years in the 
university   Teacher  has been teaching for  years, si  years in high school 
and  years in college   Teacher  has been teaching for  years in the 
college level   All three of them have graduate degrees in language teaching   
They teach general and specialized courses in English and are also handling 
literature courses taught in English  

The students who participated in this observation are from the second- 
(  students) and fourth-year (  students) levels   All these students are 
enrolled in the teacher-education program   They attend their English classes 
for three hours each week and are enrolled in one or two English and Literature 
classes every semester for the rst two years   Most are well-versed in the 
second language, i e , English   During these English classes, students are 
e pected to use the target language

Two weeks were allotted for the observation while the interviews 
with the teachers were conducted after the said period   The classes observed 
were either in English communication skills or literature   The medium of 
instruction is English   Each class meets three hours per week, and lecture-
discussion is the usual strategy utilized by the teachers   Pair and group work 
were seldom used as teaching-and-learning activities

Direct observation was used in obtaining the data   Direct observation 
provides the opportunity to document activities, behaviors, and physical 
aspects (Trochim, )   The data were obtained by transcribing the recorded 
videos of classes observed   Interviews with the teachers were also conducted 
to provide a more accurate reconstruction of the classroom activities

The observation instrument designed for the study was based on 
landers Interaction Analysis Categories ( IAC) ( landers,  as cited in 

Sahlberg, )   This type of analysis provided a procedure for analyzing the 
gathered data from verbal teacher-students interaction   IAC has two primary 
uses  ( ) provide evidence of difference in teaching patterns that distinguishes 
one curriculum or instructional methodology from another, and ( ) elicit data 
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to help account for why differences in learning outcomes appeared or failed 
to appear.  FIAC also includes seven categories applicable to teacher talk and 
two for student talk (Sahlberg, 2007).

Table 1
Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC)

TEACHER TALK

INDIRECT TEACHER 
TALK

1. ACCEPTS FEELINGS

2. PRAISES OR 
ENCOURAGES

3. ACCEPTS OR USES 
IDEAS OF STUDENTS

4. ASKS QUESTIONS

DIRECT TEACHER 
TALK

5. LECTURING

6. GIVING DIRECTIONS

7. CRITICIZING 
OR JUSTIFYING 
AUTHORITY

STUDENT TALK

8. STUDENTS’ TALK-
RESPONSE

9. STUDENTS’ TALK-
INITIATION

NO TALK 10. SILENCE OR 
CONFUSION

In Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (Table 1), there are three 
divisions: teacher talk, student talk, and silence or confusion.  The teacher 

former consists of four categories: accepts feelings (respond favorably to 
students’ feelings), praises or encourages (motivate students’ willingness 
to learn), accepts or uses ideas of students (elaborate students’ response), 
and asks questions (elicit response from students); while the latter has three 
categories: lecturing (give information about the subject matter), giving 
direction (provide instructions to the learners), and criticizing or justifying 
authority (correct students’ behavior).  The student talk is categorized into 
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two  student talk-response (response of students to the teachers  uestion) and 
student talk-initiation (students initiate new ideas)   or the last division, there 
is silence or confusion (short periods of pauses and confusion)

To translate the data into a descriptive code, a -by-  matri  was 
prepared   All sentences from the eld te t were analyzed and categorized 
according to IAC   Every number in the IAC describes the type of verbal 
interaction used by either the teacher or the student   The categorization of 
sentences was based on the following ground rules

 When it is not certain to which of two or more categories a statement 
belongs, choose the category number far from category ve

 If lapses occur, such as silence and laughter, which is not less than  
seconds, it is recorded as 

 Jokes directed to a student are recorded as  if not, they are categorized 
as 

 When the teacher calls a student, it is categorized as 

Categories were plotted on the matri  in which each column and row 
represents the categories of the IAC   After categorizing all the sentences, 
the numbers were plotted in such a way as the rst sentence will be on the 
x a is while the second will be on the y a is   Then, the ne t sentences will 
follow in such a way that

        (Sentence )

              (Sentence )

  (Sentence )         

    (Sentence )  

      (Sentence )
      
      (Sentence )

Figure 1. Flanders Interaction Analysis Categories (FIAC)

Pair 2

Pair 3
Pair 4

Pair 5
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To compute the percentage of each category of talk spent by the 
teacher and the students, the total of all the columns were added  then, the 
sum was divided by the total of each column

Table 2
Summary of observed categories

C LUMN                                                                            
 
T TAL                                                                
           
                          rand Total         
  
 
 Column  Total  
 
 Column   =                       
 
 rand Total                  
      
   
      
   

 of the time was spent in iving Instructions

3. Results

rom the direct observations of classroom interactions, ndings revealed the 
dominant types of teacher talk   Table  shows the percentage distribution of 
the types of teacher talk used by the three teachers, ranked accordingly from 
the most dominant to the least
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Table 3
Percentage distribution of the types of teacher talk 

Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C
Type of Teacher 
Talk N Rank N Rank N Rank

Total 
Rank

Accepts feelings

Praises or 
encourages

1

Accepts or uses 
ideas of students

Asks uestions

Lecturing 1 1 1 1

iving directions 11

Criticizing 
or ustifying 
authority

1 1

Students  talk-
response

Students  talk-
initiation

11

Silence or 
confusion

11

As shown in the table, there is a preponderance of lecturing among the 
categories of teacher talk, with  for Teacher A,  for Teacher , and 

 for Teacher C
The results of the study clearly show that an average of  is 

mostly allocated to the direct and indirect in uence of teacher talk   Teacher 
C showed the most number of teacher talk (n ) compared with Teachers 
A and  (n  and n , respectively)  

The total percentage of teacher talk of Teacher C is comprised of 
indirect in uence at  and direct in uence at , totaling to   The 
total percentage of student talk includes the students  talk-response at  and 
students  talk-initiation at , totaling to   Lastly, silence or confusion is 
at   Teacher C fre uently used verbal interaction with the students mostly 
through lecturing, showing the highest percentage of   The following 
statements show an e ample of lecturing in an English language class
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Teacher C: “Because on one way or the another, if you have 
a puppy there and it was given to you, let’s say for example, it 
is a Rottweiler, if you have one, then you have responsibility 
for it. In turn, it makes you a disciplined pet owner, and at 
the same time, sensitive.  That is why they are training for 
your interaction with the human beings. You got the idea? 
No offense meant, for those who had never experience of 
holding a pet because usually what the pet is actually called 
to make more humane just for them interact, at least there was 
training.”

Second in rank, Teacher  showed dominance in verbal and nonverbal 
interaction (n )   The total percentage of teacher talk is comprised of 
indirect in uence at  and direct in uence at , totaling to   The 
total percentage of student talk includes the students  talk-response at  and 
students  talk-initiation at , totaling to   Silence or confusion is at 

inally, Teacher A showed the least number of teacher and student 
talk (n )   The total percentage of teacher talk is comprised of indirect 
in uence at  and direct in uence at , totaling to   The total 
percentage of student talk includes the students  talk-response at  and 
students  talk-initiation at , totaling to   Lastly, silence or confusion, 
which is the last category, has 

Category one: Accepts feelings

elow is an e ample of a talk in a literature class that falls under category one 
 acceptance of feelings

Teacher C: “When the lover let you down, that’s correct and 
I agree with this dedication on this one.  It is the lover not the 
love who broke your heart last night.”

Category two: Praises or encourages

n the average,  of the talk of the three teachers is on giving praises and 
encouragement   Surprisingly, this low percentage seems inconsistent with 
the teacher s comments regarding the importance of using encouragement in 
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the classroom   elow is an e ample of an interaction between Teacher C and 
the students

T: Letter...is it a?  They also recognize that theology also uhm 
is present so the more that they now try to reason out either 
to science or lit.  So in the point of view of lit, the Bible is a 
sacred lit. 

S: Becoming like a philosopher.

T: Correct!

Letter a.  Remember this is the point of our discussion we 
accepted that philo and lit doesn’t agree...we don’t agree 
that much they usually debate but in the light of science and 
technology often than into they agree but that the thing of 
the past...compartmentalization of knowledge a lot disagree. 
Figurative and nonlinear expression.  Accepts errors or 
mediocrity.  Letter?

S: C

Teacher A also shows some form of praise in the following e cerpt

 o ou mean to sa  that the riter finds more time in ritin  
that particular article because he or he’s been doing some 
researches.  Okay.  Any other idea? Yes (Student).

S: A news article is straight to the point, but feature article will 
have more of the adjective to describe about things, that is, for 
example, a hamburger, so you can use ….

T: More descriptive words to describe a particular that’s 
correct.  Any other answer?

S: Inverted pyramid wherein the contents are. 

T: Very good.  Inverted pyramid is used for news article while 
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pyramid is used for feature article.  So when we write feature 
article, these feature stories are written for to add life to the 
paper.

Category three: Accepts or uses ideas of students

It is interesting to note that acceptance or using of ideas of students  as a type 
of teacher talk obtained low percentages among the three teachers   Teacher A 
has  Teacher ,  and Teacher C,   This is interesting because the 
low percentages do not e actly re ect the claims of the teachers when they 
were interviewed   The following statements e press their views on the need 
to give comments on students  answers

Teacher A: “That’s a form of motivation.”

Teacher B: “I can’t live without giving comments. Positive
negative.”

eacher  t is necessar  because sians are affirmation
oriented. You want to be sure that answer is correct.  Comment 
itse f is an affirmation   f the students didn t hit the bu s 
eye, at least there is still an effort on the part of the student.  
Comments’ effect is concurrent; it means I agree to their 
answer.”

The above statements show that the teachers know that they should 
accept or use students  ideas to further enhance the classroom discussion   
Likewise, doing such can motivate the students to be more participative 
in the class   The disparity between the answers in the interviews and the 
observations in the classes, however, points out that views or theories on 
accepting or using students  ideas as a form of motivation are not generally 
practiced in the classroom

Category four: Asks questions

Seventeen percent ( ),  , and  are the percentage results for Teacher 
A, , and C, respectively, on the use of uestioning as a type of teacher talk   
Supporting this claim is one comment given by Teacher C on how asking 
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essential uestions can enhance classroom interaction

Teacher C: “Having essential questions would always be 
beneficia  and im ortant in c assroom discussion   t is 
important to raise after the objectives of the lesson literally 
taken from the sets of competencies.  No shortcuts. It is also 
important because you may focus the understanding of the 
students.”

The teacher-participants often used uestioning to elicit feedback 
from students, review lessons, or generate ideas   An e ample of uestioning 
for review would be the following interaction

T: We will start with the lesson we had last Monday and the 
lessons that we are going to have today.  Why do we have to, 
Why do I have to give you a lot of things in the quiz?  Simply 
because after this meeting, the next meeting will be on January 
16 and that might be the prelims already.  Right?  There is 
a lot of things we are going to cover tonight.  And to begin 
with, okay, let’s begin by short recall what we had last time.  
So recall; therefore, you have to close your notebook please.  
We connect the lesson we had last time with the lesson that 
we are going to have tonight.  Okay?  Everyone please close 
your notebook, and you’re not supposed to be reminded of this 
anymore.  (Student), your notebook please.  Okay.  Who would 
like to begin the recall?  Go ahead class. 

S : We have discussed about the process in news making. 

T: Continue what else?  Process of news making.  Okay 
(Student), making in relation to what (Student) has said. 

S:  (inaudible)

T: Another one, continue just stand if you see no one is reciting 
anymore, you feel free to stand.  Go ahead.

 n ettin  the ne s  there are three a s  first  itnessin  
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the event; second, have an interview; and third, get it from 
printed material from? 

S: From printed material.

T: Go ahead.  Come on.

S: (inaudible)

T: Okay continue.  Did we end with that play, and we did not 
discuss anything anymore?  Yes?

S: Then we have the values of news or the news values.

T: And the news values, includes… 

S: This includes immediacy.

T: One is immediacy.  Tell something about it.

S: It’s about timeliness, Ma’am.

ate or  fi e  ecturin

Among the seven categories of teacher talk, the most fre uently used is 
lecturing  , , and  for Teachers A, , and C, respectively   The 
lecture method is common among the three teacher-participants   This claim is 
relevant to the comment of Teacher C on the type of approach most effective 
to the students

Teacher C: “Approach use is to employ direct question and 
answer approach.  It is more on Socratic paideia that taps the 
schema of the students.”

ased on the observations, all the teachers used lecturing as the type 
of teacher talk, having obtained the average of   Relatively, in each 
observation, the teacher provided information while students listened and 
took down notes
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Category six: Giving directions

The three teachers e hibited this type of teacher talk   for Teacher A  , 
Teacher  and , Teacher C   The need to give directions is supported by 
the following comment of one teacher

Teacher A: “To do the assigned task effectively, so the 
instructions should also be given effectively.”

Category seven: Criticizing or justifying authority

Among the least observed types of teacher talk is criticizing or ustifying 
authority   for Teacher A  , Teacher  and , Teacher C   ne of the 
teachers commented on the need to use negative feedback in the classroom

Teacher B: “I do that.  Sermons.  Negative feedbacks are 
important; we should grow with negative feedbacks.  It 
challenges us - make us better people - that is, if we are 
mature.”

Category eight: Students’ talk-response

An average of  of this type of teacher talk was obtained from the 
classroom observations done among the three teacher-participants   This 

nding reveals the low student participation in classroom discussions   rom 
the following e ample of classroom interaction, one can glean that students  
responses are minimal compared with the teachers  input

T: One, it is limited.  Aside from it being limited, you must 
also make use not the highfaluting words.  Words that are 
more familiar.  Next one.  The report of the event and the third 
one, the importance of the event is ongoing.  For example, it’s 
happening right now and then you are writing the news, so 
this is the report of the event that’s why it does not mean any 
explanation anymore.  There is no need for further explanation. 
What about analytical story, the focus will be the review of 
the ame   t is ana tica  for e am e  fi ht bet een ann  

ac uiao and ar ue   fter the fi ht  there ere so man  
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reviews; there have been so many articles came out about 
what happened.  So analytical review must come with review 
of the game.  But if you are not there, if you are not present, 
will you be able to make an analytical story?  Think.  (Student) 
what do you say? 

S: Yes.

T: What is that yes? 

S: He can still write.

T: How will you able to do that?  Don’t you think you can’t 
write analytical story based on what you have read?  (Student), 
yes your answer is yes.  Who thinks otherwise? (Student) what 
do you say? 

S: For example, when the writer watch the video and write it.

T: That’s right.  You may do that because of the video that 
you have watched.  Next one. The off-the-court story involves 
con icts amon  s ortsmen  articu ar  the officia s  as e  
as other side-lights.  Next, the follow-up sports story is a 
summary of the activities of a team during a week or season.  

o o ed b  the s orts artic e does not re ort a definite ne s 
event.  It is general in character and expository in form.  The 
seventh one is sports feature; this is about the personality.  
Column is different; this is regular.  If you are the writer and 
you have a sport column, you have the regular theme in sports 
news.  Where is found?  It is found in the sports page.  Fifteen 
minutes that will be for the headlines. This is important because 
ead is here ou ut e er thin  s ecia  si nificance of the 

game, cause of victory or defeat, also called analytical lead, 
names of outstanding players or player, names of competing 
teams, name of the coach, description of the crowd, such as 
the size, unusual behavior, and a moment of intense interest.  
Let’s move to the headlines.  Okay, I will just give the structure 
of headlines how they are written.  What is a headline? It is 
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the text at top of newspaper.  Basically you know this already.  
Functions.  You have to know this because you may not be able 
to write later.  It gets the reader’s attention, it summarizes or 
tells about the article, it helps organize the news on the page, 
it indicates the relative importance of a story.  Read aloud.

S: A good headline should be accurate, clear, grammatically 
correct, strong, active, fresh, and immediate.  It should catch 
the reader’s attention.

T: This alone explains what a good headline is all about.  
Everything is here.  How do you call that (Student), the writer 
writes a license.

Category nine: Students’ talk-initiation

In this category, the students initiate the response   Usually, this happens 
when teachers give open-ended uestions or uestions that would elicit 
unrestricted answers   There is a greater difference with the percentage result 
of this category among the three teachers   Teachers A and  both have  
while Teacher C has   Teacher C may have gained a higher percentage 
because of the nature of his or her sub ect  literature   In the literature class, 
students were encouraged to answer evaluative uestions that put them in 
certain situations and would need their opinions   In some classes where 
results of the test were given, students were encouraged to uestion the 
answers provided by the teacher   Teacher A encouraged this form of talk, too

T: What’s the difference between the two?  Anyone?  (Student) 
you’ve been very quiet.

S: The news article talks about the events that are current 
or events that are happening during the day, but the feature 
article may …

T: Any other idea?  Yes (Student)

S: I guess the feature article is about special research; the 
reporter research about the topic. 
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 o ou mean to sa  that the riter finds more time in ritin  
that particular article because he or he’s been doing some 
researches.  Okay.  Any other idea?  Yes (Student)

S: A news article is straight to the point but feature article will 
have more of the adjective to describe about things, that is, for 
example a hamburger, so you can use ….

Category ten: Silence or confusion

The study yielded the following results for this type of teacher talk   
for Teacher A  , Teacher  and , Teacher C   This nding af rms the 
results discussed in category 

4. Discussion

As iao- an ( ) and Liu anfen and Zhao u uin ( ) hypothesize, 
the way teachers talk not only determines how well they deliver their lessons 
but also how well they facilitate their students  learning  

This ualitative study was conducted to identify the dominant type 
of teacher talk used in university classrooms  It focused on the classroom 
e periences of three teachers and their three classes in language and literature   
The university students, who were part of these classes, were on their second 
or third year in the degree program  

Through observations, it was found that lecture outnumbered the other 
types in the nine categories of teacher talk under landers Interaction Analysis 
with   Teacher talk was prevalent, but it may be perceived positively 
as a way to facilitate learning   Rezaee and arahian ( ) supports teacher 
talk because teacher talk is informative, e planatory and descriptive of 
course materials and helps teaching  (p  )   Teacher talk, which includes 
uestioning, may elicit feedback from students and get the attention of the 

class, thereby, further developing the learning atmosphere in the classroom   
In the case of a language class, the teacher can use this to provide a model on 
pronunciation and proper delivery of the target language

The study conducted by abelan and Kia ( ) revealed that the 
teacher-talk share during the teaching course was  and the student-talk 
share was   In the same study, it was found that the direct in uence of a 
teacher preponderantly showed the highest percentage over all categories with 
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  Direct in uence consists of lecturing, giving directions, and criticizing or 
ustifying authority   Direct in uence may be bene cial for language learners   

Silver and Kogut ( ), citing Ale ander ( ), emphasize the importance 
of teacher talk in discussions, for it involves e changing of views, sharing of 
information, solving of problems, and achieving a common understanding   
Also, discussions may lend itself to the use of the target language

In this study, lecturing obtained the highest percentage among the nine 
categories of teacher talk with   This result indicates that teachers use 
their time to discuss the sub ect matter or the topic and lead the discussion, 
obtaining limited responses or talk from students  

Notably, in most cases, teachers have control over classroom 
discussions  they take charge in facilitating learning   This notion runs parallel 
to the claim of Inamullah ( ) who revealed that  in the ma ority of 
the classes, the English students were passive and the environment of the 
classroom was autocratic  (p  )   This approach may not be helpful if 
students are passive, but if authority is used to facilitate discussion, this may 
yield to a positive result

As gleaned from the study, the lecture type of discussion is commonly 
used by all three teachers and is the most dominant type of talk demonstrated   

urthermore, the purpose of the other types of teacher talk is to support 
lecturing and the use of uestioning   This practice is important so as not to 
overly dwell on classroom discussion   As Setiawati ( ) suggests, citing 
Price ( ) who investigated the amount of teacher talk, teachers should 
continue to develop an increased awareness of their teaching practices and 
ways to avoid needless or overly lengthy e planations and instructions or to 
re ne their uestioning and e planation methods  

To further support this nding, Cotton ( ) asserted that uestioning 
is second only to lecturing in popularity as a teaching method and that 
classroom teachers spend anywhere from  to  of their instructional 
time conducting uestioning sessions   This is supported by the study of Al-

taibi ( ) which revealed that the basic pedagogical pattern of classroom 
discourse started with the teacher asking a uestion (solicitation), in which 
students answer (response)   Similarly, the teachers used this kind of pattern 
in their teaching process by asking uestions within the lecture to increase 
students  participation   or language classes, lecture should be limited, and 
interaction should be encouraged  

Moreover, the ndings of the present study proved the use of 
encouragement and feedback   Teachers  informative praise and encouragement 
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can inevitably reinforce students  motivation   According to Cole and Chan 
(  as cited in abelan  Kia, ), interaction in teaching is a basic 
element, and it has a fundamental role in ef cient teaching  and in principle, 
recognition between being weak and strong in teaching lies behind the way a 
teacher interacts with students

Although the interviews with the teachers indicated a supporting view 
of encouragement and feedback, this was not so evident in the classroom 
observations

During the teaching process, verbal and nonverbal teacher-students 
interactions occurred  The facial e pressions, the tone, and the movements 
of the teachers were observed   These nonverbal reactions of teachers are 
cues used by students in their classroom interactions   The more the teacher 
was perceived as being actively involved in the students  learning by giving 
informative praise and encouragement, the more the students felt competent 
in learning the second language  (Lucas et al , , p  )

As indicated in Table , there is a notable low percentage of students  
talk-response at , , and  for Teachers A, , and C, respectively, and 
students  talk-initiation of , , and   These results emphasize that 
the e change of information and ideas from a teacher to students generates 
classroom interaction but not as high as it should be   This inability to 
participate may stem from the students  lack of con dence in speaking the 
English language   Li and Jia ( ) nd this true among East Asians as 
students also comment that they do not have con dence in their English, so 

that sometimes they prefer to keep uiet in class  (p  )   In the same study, 
however, the students may actually want to speak up given a supportive 
classroom climate and conte t and space  (p  )   or that reason, teachers 
should create an atmosphere that can encourage more student talk, thus, 
facilitating the learning of the topic and the target language

5. Conclusion

The study e amined the types of teacher talk that three teachers utilized in 
university classrooms   ased on the observations, lecturing, classi ed under 
teacher talk, was more prominent than student talk   This category falls under 
the direct in uence of the teacher   The direct in uence may be helpful as 
it promotes learning through the uestions raised by the teacher and the 
responses or feedback given by the students   The authority provided by the 
teacher also helps in directing the learning process   The analysis also shows 
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that the Category  of the IAC, known as the accepts feelings  category 
which falls under the indirect in uence, was the least used by the teachers  

Conse uently, these ndings ascertain that the focus of instruction of 
the three teachers was on the content of the sub ect matter   The teachers 
focused more on the cognitive domain of teaching, but domains considering 
skills-building should also be given importance   With the tertiary-level 
programs moving to an outcomes-based approach, performances of students 
are e pected to be the core area for learning   Also, communicative competence 
should be the focus of learning as the students nish their language courses, 
and this can only be achieved through performance of activities

The second commonly used teacher talk was category , which is 
asking uestions   This intensi es the teachers  concentration on the content 
of the course   ocusing on the cognitive domain, the teachers used lecturing 
to test students  understanding   In the same line, uestioning was also used 
to activate students  interaction with the teacher   This interaction resulted 
in students  participation that led to the application of two other categories, 
namely, praises or encourages  and criticizing or ustifying authority   The 
teachers used praises or encourages  when the students give or provide the 
correct response   n the contrary, criticizing or ustifying authority  was 
used by the teachers when the students  response is far from the e pected 
answer  

n this account, the study found lecturing as the most commonly used 
type of teacher talk in university classrooms   The data revealed that teachers 
tend to focus on the content and hardly prioritize the practice of accepting 
of feelings   This run counters to the idea that learning does not focus only 
on the cognitive domain but should consider the affective and psychomotor 
domains as well   Language learning becomes more effective if the learner is 
well-motivated and gets af rmation from the teacher

Pedagogical implications can be drawn from this study   In particular, 
teachers should be more aware of the talks and teaching approaches they use 
inside the classroom, and they should determine if these talks and approaches 
are effective to their students   iven that they have been teaching for many 
years, these teachers might have found comfortable strategies that work (or 
worked), but given the changing needs and e periences of students, these 
strategies may not be effective as they used to be  

Although there have been studies conducted to determine the type of 
teacher talk used in E L and ESL classes, future research can determine cases 
where the rst language is used
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